Yeastar Workplace:

Top 4 Use Cases
The One-stop Workplace Management Solution

YEASTAR WORKPLACE

Yeastar Workplace Solution Overview
In the future of work, employees will have a higher demand for flexibility.
With hybrid work now taking center stage, business leaders need to
stay prepared, as the future of work will not be so much about the place
(remote vs. in-office). It will focus more on people and how to help them
reach their full potential.
Employees may need different kinds of resources to be successful.
This brochure is going to discuss four top use cases featuring Yeastar
Workplace as the solution. It will give you a whole picture of how can
Yeastar Workplace help you and your company to build a space that
works for all of your employees.
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Yeastar Workplace is a one-stop solution designed to streamline
workplace management for your flexible office from three aspects –
meeting rooms, desks, and visitors. Combined with hardware like smart
sensors and digital signage, it offers a variety of features ready to
empower your workplace.
As the first and integral part introduced, Yeastar Meeting Room
Booking System delivers frictionless meeting room booking experience
to businesses and organizations and helps to save in-person
collaboration from unnecessary scheduling conflicts
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Yeastar Workplace

Meeting Room Booking System

The cloud-based booking platform displays every
schedule in a clear time grid. Find and book an
available room that suits your need within seconds
on its user-friendly interface.

Room Display is a digital signage mounted at the
entrance of a meeting room to display room status
in real-time. The touch screen that allows your
employees to book an ad-hoc meeting on the spot.

The People Counting Sensor, installed on the
ceiling of a meeting room, is a smart sensor that
detects the presence and monitor room occupancy in
real-time.

The Room Comfort Sensor monitors temperature,
humidity, light, CO2 concentration, and TVOC of your
meeting rooms in real-time.

Yeastar Desk Booking System and Visitor Management System are on the way to join the
ecosystem in October, and Yeastar Workplace will transform into a more well-rounded and fullyfledged workplace management solution at the end of the day.
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Use Case #1:
Hybrid Work
For companies and employees alike, transitioning to a hybrid work model could be equally overwhelming. A wellfunctioning hybrid workplace must connect your agile workforce seamlessly, and most importantly, should not hinder
collaboration.
Yeastar Workplace helps businesses create a hybrid workspace that employees enjoy working in. Because they will be
empowered to book a meeting room, reserve a desk, and meet visitors all by themselves with ease.

>>>>>>>>

Give Employees Certainty
over Resources

For remote workers who only come in to the office a few days a week,
all they want, more than anything else, is to feel assured that today’s
trip to the office will run smoothly, and they don’t have to walk around
and waste time searching for available spaces (meeting rooms &
desks) one by one.

Certainty over Meeting Spaces
With Yeastar Meeting Room Booking System, your company’s
meeting reservations will be displayed on the same platform in a
grid view and updated in real time.
If you integrate Yeastar Workplace with Outlook and Google
Calendar, the schedule will be synced two-ways, sparing the need
to constantly switching back and forth.
For remote workers, they can book a meeting space off site via the
only platform or on their calendar of choice.
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Certainty over Desks & Seats
Desk-wise, Yeastar Desk Booking System* presents all the seating
options like where to sit, whom to sit next to, etc. in your company
clearly. Employees, especially those who work off-site, can find and
book a desk that suits their needs within seconds.
Same as the Meeting Room Booking System, all the seating
reservations will be showed in one place and synced in real-time.
Gone are those days when you have to walk around the office and
play things by ear.

>>>>>>>>

Let Your Distributed Teams
Collaborate Easily

How to make sure your hybrid workforce collaborates easily and
efficiently? A real headache that is driving most companies away
from adopting the new work model. The key is to make sure remote
workers are reachable and kept in the loop.

Never Miss a Meeting
Yeastar Meeting Room Booking System will automatically send
meeting invitations (with date and location included) and check-in
reminders (10 or 15 minutes before the meeting starts) via email.
Prompt notifications help to keep remote workers in the loop and
ensure they never miss anything vital.
Yeastar Workplace supports integration with Microsoft Teams. So,
if it’s a virtual meeting, the host can find and book a room directly
on Teams, copy the Teams meeting link, and send it through chats.
The reservation will be synced up two ways as well.

*Available in October, 2022.
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Know Any Schedule Change
Should there be any schedule change, whether it’s the date or
location, Yeastar Meeting Room Booking System will also send out
notifications through emails as soon as the change is made.
It greatly benefits those who work remotely because they, more than
anyone else. want to stay up to speed on all schedule changes.

Easy to Find or Be Found
If remote workers want to meet a co-worker face to face, they can
refer to the office floor on the Yeastar Desk Booking System*.
Locate the co-worker they want meet, and go straight to his/her
desk, or book a desk next to him and meet tomorrow.

>>>>>>>>

Improve Space Utilization &
Save Costs

As for office leaders, with only half of the employees working onsite,
it’s understandable that they’re considering ways to save on real
estate costs. Yeastar Workplace is a one-stop solution featuring
not just software, but also smart sensors and room displays, so it
empowers office leaders to make data-driven decisions to optimize
space utilization.

*Available in October, 2022.
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Eliminate Ghost Reservations
Meeting check-ins are vital. If no check-in happens, the Yeastar
booking platform will automatically free up the space for others to
use, which greatly helps to eliminate ghost reservations.
If the meeting wraps up early and no one is decected inside for 15
minutes, Yeastar People Counting Sensor will free up the room
automatically. The room status will be immediately refreshed the
Yeastar Room Display.
Not just for meeting rooms, Yeastar Desk Booking System* will
incorporate occuapancy sensors for desks, too.

Make Data-driven Decisions and Save Costs
Another perk of installing smart sensors in your office is that they
help you better understand your workspace and empower you to
make data-driven decisions.
Useful metrics like meeting density, room utilization rate, etc. are
presented on the Management Portal. Office managers can easily
see whether the spaces are being used to the fullest and better
adapt their office to hybrid work and flexible seating arrangement.

>>>>>>>>

Make Sure All Visitors are
Well-received

In a hybrid work context, how to make sure visitors to your company
will always be well-received and picked up by the right person?
Yeastar Visitor Management System* is designed to create a fast,
end-to-end visitor reception experience for your hybrid office,
making sure all your important guests are warmly-welcomed.

*Available in October, 2022.
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Use Case #2:
Multi-story and Multi-building
Enterprises

Adopting hybrid work or flexible seating arrangement in large enterprises could be challenging, especially
when meeting rooms and desks are scattered on different floors and buildings.
You and your employees need a map to navigate and a unified platform to monitor and manage. Yeastar
Workplace puts everything in one place, from meeting room and desk reservation to visitor management.

Make Space Easier to Find
Yeastar Desk Booking System* allows you to create an
interactive map that looks just like your office.
Employees can refer to it and use it to find a booked
space or a colleague on a different floor, and office
administrators can also use the map to monitor space
utilization and assign team collaboration zones.

*Available in October, 2022.
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Save Administrative Overhead
Yeastar Workplace comes with an intuitive and user-friendly interface, empowering employees to reserve meeting
rooms, desks, and receive guests all by themselves. Not only your employees will have more control over their
schedules, your receptionist
who’s charge of space
reservations will have less
burden on their shoulders and
focus on more important tasks.
Besides, Yeastar Visitor
Management System*
seamlessly connects the
employees and the visitors,
helping to save costs on hiring
multiple receptionists at the
front desk.

Safeguard Building Security
Yeastar Visitor Management System* also offers a visitor overview.
You will know how many visitors are we expecting today, how many
have already arrived, and how many have left the building, by taking a
quick glance. The overview helps safeguard building security and makes
sure there’s no unwanted strangers wandering around the building.

Create Brand-enhancing Experience
You can customize the Room Display to make it fit your office ambience
and enhance your company image.
Customize it by adding company logo, background pictures, or changing
the LED light colors (from over 16 color options in the system).
By doing so, you can create a unified brand image and strike an excellent
first impression to your guests.

*Available in October, 2022.
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Use Case #3:
Co-working Spaces
Co-working space is an ideal office option for start-ups & freelancers as it saves costs by acting as a hub for people
from different companies and teams to network.
If you run a co-working space, you will need better tools than outdated spreadsheets to manage resources easily and
efficiently. An investment in workplace scheduling software, such as Yeastar Workplace, will help your business grow
immensely.

1

Leave Manual Bookings
Behind

Yeastar Desk Booking System* allows you to leave manual bookings
behind.
It enables your members to make a reservation within seconds by
themselves, either on the booking platform, or on Outlook and
Google Calendar.
Also, the space they booked will match their needs. For a video
conference, they can filter and search a room that has AV
equipment,; for team collaboration, they can book an entire zone so
the team can sit next to each other.
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Keep Reservations Wellorganized

Yeastar Workplace helps you keep reservations organized and
prevents double bookings.
You, as the administrator, can oversee all reservations. If a room or
desk is temporarily unbookable due to maintenance, you can help
cancel the reservation and switch to other available room or desk
fast and easy.

*Available in October, 2022.
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3

Utilize Space Efficiently
To take space management to the next level, install smart sensors in
your co-working space to ensure every space is being used to its
fullest.
Yeastar People Counting Sensor detects space occupancy. If no one
is detected using the space for 15 minutes, then it will be freed up
automatically. Then, the status will be immediately refreshed on the
online booking system and on the Room Display.
Besides, with the People Counting Sensor collecting data all the time,
you can see weekly reports to understand what's happening in your
co-working spaces and spot opportunities to improve space utilization,
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Invite and Meet Visitors
without Confusion

Guest reception is never an easy matter, not to mention in a
shared space in which plenty of different companies work.
Yeastar Visitor Management System* will notify the host the minute
his visitor checks in at the front desk. You can rest assured that the
visitors will always be picked up by the right person and led to the
right place.

*Available in October, 2022.
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Use Case #4: Return to the Office (R.T.O)

Employees face many challenges and mixed emotions about returning to the office. They want to get the most out of
in-person communication while being safe and feeling secure at work. Solutions like Yeastar Workplace help business
find a way to build a bridge between home and office and create a more comfortable workplace experience for
employees.

Put Employees in Control of Their Schedules
Yeastar Workplace helps employees get back on track by putting
them in control of their schedules and plan ahead, giving them the
confidence to enjoy in-office work.
Book a desk or meeting room on Yeastar booking platform or on
their apps of choice, such as Outlook Calendar, Google Calendar,
and Microsoft Teams.
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Prioritizing Employee Safety & Wellness
As the office manager, you have access to manage all space
resources on Yeastar Workplace. Implement social distancing in
your office by assigning certain desks and rooms as 'Unbookable'.
This will ensures your employees collaborate within a safe
distance.
Also, Yeastar Room Comfort Sensor will help monitor the comfort
level of your meeting rooms in real-time. Temperature, CO2
concentration, humidity and other room comfort indicators will be
displayed on the booking system and the Room Display,
empowering you to create a comfortable work environment for your
employees.

Pre-screen Visitors Before They Enter
Your office will welcome lots of visitors per day, like job
interviewees, contractors, delivery men, etc. Yeastar Visitor
Management System* will act as a guard to keep your workplace
safe.
It lets you set up health questions on the system. For example,
what's your temperature of the day? Have you been vaccinated? Do
you have any cold or flu-like symptoms? Visitors will be asked to
complete those questions before they enter your office.

*Available in October, 2022.
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See What Our Customers Say
About Yeastar Workplace

Yeastar Smart Workplace Integration with AI sensor is a winner for us as it addresses the muchneeded automated smart room management that is currently missing in the market for a truly
connected IoT space management solution.
—— Alvin Chng, Director at QondaSystem

Yeah, Yeastar!!! Yeastar Workplace is the ultimate solution to manage our meeting rooms. The
intelligence of Yeastar Workplace helps us to enhance the workload of the rooms and also saves
time, cause no resource is unused because of the wrong occupation.
—— Thomas Sobirey, CEO at datatechfactory GmbH & Co. KG

The Yeastar booking panel is a real add-on to our meeting room. With the Yeastar booking
system and room booking display, we can see quickly if the meeting room is available. The
integration with Microsoft 365 makes it even more user-friendly to book a room.
—— Bart Boeters, VoIP & Project Engineer at BICT Groep
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Future-proof Your Workplace Today with Yeastar Workplace
Request a Demo

Trusted by 450,000

Yeastar helps businesses realize digital values by making communications and workplace

Customers

Yeastar has established itself as a leading provider of UC solutions with a global partner

Worldwide

solutions easily accessible from ownership and adoption to daily usage and management.
network and over 450,000 customers worldwide.
Committed to delivering the right technology to value-oriented businesses, Yeastar offers
products and services for UC&C, workplace scheduling, and hybrid workplace to enable
them to win in the modern digital world. For more information about Yeastar or to become

450,000
a Yeastar partner, please visit www.yeastar.com.

workplace@yeastar.com

+86-592-5503309
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